Since the *Journal of the American Ceramic Society* guidelines do not address websites, here are some additional guidelines for web citing in MSE 480:

**Standard format:**
Author, “Title,” Publisher/ Website, Date of Publication, URL (shortened), Date of Access.

Use the Author rules as given by the *Journal of the American Ceramic Society*.

Use the Title rules for an article in a journal -- that is, put the title in quotation marks and use title (headline) capitalization.

When you have a full date as in the date of access, use this format: day Month year. Example: 30 September 2016

If the Author and Publisher/ Website are the same, begin citation with Title.

“Title,” Publisher/ Website, Date of Publication, URL (shortened), Date of Access.

For sites with no date, use this in the place that the Date of publication usually goes: n.d.
Examples

